WOW!

THIS WAY'S GOOD! COME ON UP!

HUP!

TO TON CRIW-TWREN?...
JUST SO LONG AS YOU DON'T END UP LOOKING LIKE A DWARF! MAYBE I NEED TO TRAIN A LITTLE MORE...

I WOULDN'T WORRY TOO MUCH.

OH MO... LOOK...!

OH WOW!
AMAZING IS THIS... FROM THE AGE OF THE GODS?

I CAN'T BELIEVE SUCH A HUGE TOWN WOULD FALL TO RUIN.

WHAT DO YOU THINK, ORCBOLG!? THIS!

THIS IS A REAL ADVENTURE! AREN'T YOU GLAD YOU CAME?

THAT'S NOT WHAT I MEANT!

AND I WILL PAY THE REWARD I PROMISED. I PROMISED TO ACCOMPANY YOU ON AN ADVENTURE.

YES.
She deliberately chose a place that seemed likely to have goblins, Beard-Cutter.

Really?

She's being considerate, you know.

You can't act like that all the time.

Was not.

I just... didn't want the enemies to be impossibly strong.

Hmm...

So this was an act of kindness toward me.

WHERE ARE THE GOBLINS?

Goblin Slayer is a Silver-ranked adventurer who hunts nothing but goblins. Faced with a goblin lord, he enlisted the help of other adventurers to defeat a goblin horde. So peace returned to the farm...
Is that all you ever think about?!

It seems there's a temple inside.

Look at these ancient ruins!

I believe we should investigate.

Holy!

Mysterious!

Legendary!

An adventure where we delve into the unknown—Isn't it a dream come true?!

I can't believe this guy...

Not so much.

I agree.

Give it up!

There may be goblins there.
WHY NOT, THEN?

OH HO!

I'VE CONSIDERED IT.

STILL, BEARD-CUTTER...

DON'T YOU THINK LIFE WOULD BE EASIER IF YOU BROADENED YOUR HORIZONS A LITTLE?

BECAUSE WHILE I WAS DOING THAT, GOBLINS WOULD ATTACK A VILLAGE.

I THINK HE'S A SPECIAL CASE.

I ALWAYS HEARD HUMANS WERE SHORTSIGHTED, BUT THIS...

YOU GOT THAT RIGHT!

PLUS, HE'S PRETTY EASY TO UNDERSTAND.

HE TALKS ABOUT MORE THINGS THAN HE USED TO, THOUGH.
AND I HAVEN'T SEEN ANY TRACES OF GOBLINS YET...

OKAY! GOT IT! NO GOBLINS!

NO. I HIGHLY DOUBT THEY WOULD OVERLOOK A NEST LIKE THIS.

THERE DON'T APPEAR TO BE ANY GUARDS.

ALL THE OTHER ENTRANCES APPEAR TO HAVE COLLAPSED.

SO THEY ARE HERE.

LIKE ROTTEN EGGS...

WHAT WE DO? DO WE GO IN?

SOMETHING STINKS.
IT PRODUCES A HEAVY SMOKE.

YES.

THAT'S PINE SAP AND...

SULFUR?

THEN WE SMOKE THEM OUT.

DON'T BREATHE IT IN.

IT'S POISONOUS.

YOU DO HAVE THE CRUELEST METHODS.

NOW WE WAIT.

YOU THINK?
THIS IS NO ADVENTURE IN MY BOOK!

NO?

THEM HAVE EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT.

TAKE CAUTION.

HMPH.
NO!
NO NEED TO WASTE SPELLS ON THE LIKES OF THESE.

ALL DEAD? OR FLED...

THEY'VE STOPPED COMING.

THEY'RE TENACIOUS.
ALL RIGHT.

THIS DOES NOT COUNT AS AN ADVENTURE!

AND IT DOESN'T COUNT AS MY REWARD!

ONCE THE SMOKE Clears, WE GO IN.

NOW WE KILL ALL THE GOBLINS.
I didn't want to interrupt your work.

Welcome back!

Sheesh. You could at least say hello when you get home.

I thought I might find you here!

A greeting isn't an interruption!

Yep! Welcome home.

...I'm back.

Huh...

Working the dents out of my helmet and replacing the joints.

Whatcha doin'?

Repairing my chain mail, sharpening my sword, and polishing the edge of my shield.
KINDA.

IS IT THAT INTERESTING?

SO...

WHAT KIND OF ADVENTURE DID YOU HAVE THIS TIME?

THE HECK?

IF YOU'RE DOING IT...

...THEN I'M INTERESTED.

CAREFUL WITH THAT.

THERE WERE GOBLINS.

A LOT OF THEM.

OH YEAH?
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

JUST SAVING... GOOD JOB.

THIS IS DANGEROUS.

IT'S FINE. DON'T WORRY.

IT IS NOT FINE.

WHAT KIND OF PLACE WAS IT?

WAS THERE ANYTHING ELSE INTERESTING?
DON'T WORRY. I WON'T.

DON'T TOUCH THEM. YOU'LL GET A RASH.

KARA

WE WENT TO SOME OLD RUINS IN A FOREST.

TO SLAY THE GOBLINS THERE?

NO. SOMEONE INVITED ME.

APPARENTLY, THE TOWN USED TO BE CALLED... SOMETHING OR OTHER.
SORRY.

I DIDN'T CARE.

YOU DON'T REMEMBER THE NAME?

OOH! NOW THAT'S COOL!

...A BIG TREE ROOT THERE.

WE CLIMBED IT TO REACH THE CITY.

ALMOST AS TALL AS YOU.

THERE WAS A BIG...

YEAH?
IS THAT... THANKS TO YOUR NEW FRIENDS?

SEEMS LIKE YOU'RE DOING LOTS OF DIFFERENT THINGS THESE DAYS.

NICE.

APPARENTLY, THEY'RE BEING CONSIDERATE OF ME.

MAYBE.

THERE WERE GOBLINS THERE.

BUT IT WAS STRANGE...

THEY WERE UNUSUALLY WELL-EQUIPPED.
YOU'LL GET DIRTY.

WELP!

IF YOU DON'T GET IT, THEN I DEFINITELY DON'T.

I DON'T CARE!

MAYBE THEY RAN AWAY FROM THE WAR?

SOME HERO DEFEATED THE DEMON LORD, RIGHT?

THEN THEY WOULD HAVE AT LEAST POSTED GUARDS.

HEY.

YOU'VE GOT...

...A DAY OFF TOMORROW, RIGHT?
IT COULD BE GOBLIN SLAYING.
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